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GRADE 6: MODULE 1: UNIT 3: LESSON 2
“The Hero’s Journey”: Analyzing a Model Narrative
and Continuing to Plan a New Hero’s Journey Narrative

Long-Term Targets Addressed (Based on NYSP12 ELA CCLS)
I can describe how the plot evolves throughout a literary text. (RL.6.3)
I can write narrative texts about real or imagined experiences using relevant details and event sequences that make sense. (W.6.3)
I can effectively engage in discussions with diverse partners about sixth- grade topics, texts, and issues. (SL.6.1)

Supporting Learning Targets

Ongoing Assessment

• I can analyze the story line of the model narrative.

• Exit Ticket: Hero’s Profile (from Lesson 1)

• I can use “The Hero’s Journey” to describe how the model narrative follows the hero’s journey
archetype.

• Narrative Story Line—Hero’s Journey graphic organizer
(completed with the model narrative’s hero’s journey)

• I can use the notes on my Narrative Story Line—Hero’s Journey graphic organizer to begin to plan my
own hero’s journey narrative.

• Narrative Story Line—Hero’s Journey graphic organizer
(completed with ideas for their own hero’s journey
narrative)
• Hero’s Journey Narrative: Plan graphic organizer
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GRADE 6: MODULE 1: UNIT 3: LESSON 2
“The Hero’s Journey”: Analyzing a Model Narrative
and Continuing to Plan a New Hero’s Journey Narrative

Agenda

Teaching Notes

1.

• In this lesson, students analyze a model narrative and deconstruct it using the same Narrative Story
Line—Hero’s Journey graphic organizer that they used (in Lesson 1) to map out Percy Jackson’s hero’s
journey. Students focus on the Theme box at the bottom of the graphic organizer. They use the “Key
Elements of Mythology” informational text to determine the elements of mythology and a theme that is
present in the model narrative.

Opening
A. : Continuing the Hero’s Profile (5 minutes)
B. Unpacking the Learning Targets (2 minutes)

2. Work Time
A. Analyzing the Model Narrative for Content and
Structure (20 minutes)

• Students then apply their learning from the model narrative to update their initial plans for their own
hero’s journey narratives.

B. Continuing to Make Notes on My Hero’s Journey (5
minutes)

• Students transition from the Narrative Story Line—Hero’s Journey graphic organizer to the more formal
Hero’s Journey Narrative: Plan graphic organizer, which will help them begin to organize their initial
notes and thinking in preparation to write their narrative.

C.

Writing: Formalizing a Plan for My Hero’s Journey
Narrative (10 minutes)

3. Closing and Assessment
A. Mix and Mingle: My Hero’s Journey (3 minutes)
4. Homework
A. Complete your Hero’s Journey Narrative: Plan
graphic organizer (ignore the question at the very
bottom)
B. Independent reading

• Students do not actually write their narrative in this lesson, but the lesson addresses W.6.3 because they
plan the hero character, context, and events in their hero’s journey story.
• Students have spent a lot of time getting to know the NYS Writing Rubric, as this rubric is used
throughout the entire year. Due to time constraints, students do not spend time during a lesson
studying the rubric for narrative writing. Instead, students get to know the criteria of this project
through a close study of the model narrative. A rubric for grading the “My Hero’s Journey Narrative” is
part of Unit 3, Lesson 7 supporting materials.
• Post: Learning targets.
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GRADE 6: MODULE 1: UNIT 3: LESSON 2
“The Hero’s Journey”: Analyzing a Model Narrative
and Continuing to Plan a New Hero’s Journey Narrative

Lesson Vocabulary

Materials

analyze, archetype

• Model narrative: “The Golden Key” (one per student and one for display)
• “The Hero’s Journey” (from Unit 1)
• Narrative Story Line—Hero’s Journey graphic organizer (from Lesson 1; new blank copy for students’ use in this lesson)
• “Key Elements of Mythology” (from Unit 2, Lesson 4)
• Thinking about Elements of Story and Theme checklist (optional: for students needing more support)
• Hero’s Journey Narrative: Plan graphic organizer (one per student)
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GRADE 6: MODULE 1: UNIT 3: LESSON 2
“The Hero’s Journey”: Analyzing a Model Narrative
and Continuing to Plan a New Hero’s Journey Narrative

Opening

Meeting Students’ Needs

A. Continue the Hero Profile (5 minutes)
• Distribute the Exit Ticket: Hero’s Profile students began in Unit 3, Lesson 1. Tell them they will have the first 5 minutes
of class today to work on their Hero’s Profile and complete any components they may not have finished in the previous
lesson.

• Posting learning targets allows
students to reference them
throughout the lesson to check their
understanding. They also provide a
reminder to students and teachers
about the intended learning behind
a given lesson or activity.

• Circulate and support students as they work. One way to help students in creating characters is to encourage them to use
individual features from people they know in their real lives. This can help them think of both physical features and
character details such as hobbies, likes, and dislikes.

• Discussing and clarifying the
language of learning targets helps
build academic vocabulary.

B. Unpacking the Learning Targets (2 minutes)
• Refocus students whole class and refer to the posted learning targets. Invite students to read them with you:

* “I can analyze the story line of the model narrative.”
* “I can use ‘The Hero’s Journey’ to describe how the model narrative follows the hero’s journey
archetype.”

* “I can use the notes on my Narrative Story Line—Hero’s Journey graphic organizer to begin to
plan my own hero’s journey narrative.”
• Circle the words analyze and narrative. Discuss their meaning. Ask:

* “How do these learning targets link to what you did in the previous lesson?”
* “So to achieve these targets, what do you think you are going to be doing today that builds on
your learning yesterday?”
• Call on a few volunteers to share their ideas. Listen for students to suggest that they are going to analyze a model narrative
based on “The Hero’s Journey” informational text to see how it tells the story of a hero’s journey.
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GRADE 6: MODULE 1: UNIT 3: LESSON 2
“The Hero’s Journey”: Analyzing a Model Narrative
and Continuing to Plan a New Hero’s Journey Narrative

Work Time

Meeting Students’ Needs

A. Analyzing the Model Narrative for Content and Structure (20 minutes)
• Remind students that they have already begun to think about their own hero’s journey narrative. Tell them that today they are
going to analyze a model narrative to give them a deeper understanding of how to turn their ideas into a story.

• Providing models of expected
work supports all learners,
but especially those who are
challenged.

• Display and distribute Model Narrative: “The Golden Key.” Invite students to read silently in their heads as you read it aloud.
• Ask students to consider the content. Invite them to Think-Pair-Share each of these questions:

* “So who was the hero in this story?”
* “What did she have to do? Why?”
* “What happened at the end?”
• Ask students to take out the informational text “The Hero’s Journey” (which they used the previous lesson).
• Direct their attention to “Act 1: Separation.” Ask them to Think-Pair-Share:

• It is important to give
students time to process the
content of the model before
they move on to analyzing
structure. They need to get to
know it as a story before
studying it for its craft.
• Pairing ELLs with other
students who speak the same
home language allows them
to focus on the complex ideas
of a text.

* “So what is the call to adventure for this hero?”
* “What unknown does the hero enter into?”
• Ask students to refer to “Act 2: Initiation and Transformation” and Think-Pair-Share:

* “Who are the hero’s helpers?”
* “What is the supreme ordeal that she faces?”
• Ask students to refer to “Act 3: The Return” and Think-Pair-Share:

* “How does being a hero change her life when she returns?”
• Distribute a new fresh copy of the Narrative Story Line—Hero’s Journey graphic organizer. Tell students that they will
now refer to the model and make notes on the organizer, just like the author of the model would have done to plan his or her
writing. Tell them that the author of the model narrative probably used an organizer much like this one to note initial ideas.
(Alternatively, students could annotate the actual model, jotting notes about the hero’s journey in the margins of the narrative.)

• Consider giving select
students partially filled-in
Narrative Story Line—Hero’s
Journey graphic organizers.
This will allow them to focus
on the important ideas of the
model.

• Give students 5 minutes in pairs to discuss the narrative story line of the model narrative, “The Golden Key,” and make notes on
the organizer about how the model follows the hero’s journey archetype. Tell them that at this stage, they don’t need to fill out the
Theme box at the bottom of the organizer.

* Refocus the whole group. Select volunteers to share their ideas with the class. Discuss and record student ideas on the displayed
organizer.
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GRADE 6: MODULE 1: UNIT 3: LESSON 2
“The Hero’s Journey”: Analyzing a Model Narrative
and Continuing to Plan a New Hero’s Journey Narrative

Work Time (continued)

Meeting Students’ Needs

B. Continuing to Make Notes on My Hero’s Journey (8 minutes)

• Paraphrasing helps all
students understand what
they read. It is useful for all
learners, but particularly for
ELLs or other students who
struggle.

• Tell students that now that they have analyzed a model narrative, they are going to spend time updating their notes and ideas on
their organizer for their hero’s journey stories based on any new thinking and learning. Invite them to focus particularly on the
Theme box at the bottom of the organizer. Ask them to take out their “Key Elements of Mythology” informational text (from
Unit 2). Remind students that they used this document in Unit 2 to help determine themes of the myths they read. Ask students to
use the “Key Elements of Mythology” to determine which elements of myth and which significant theme they are going to
communicate in their hero’s journey narratives.
• Remind students that this is time for them to continue thinking about ideas and taking notes for their hero’s journey story. They
are not to begin writing, and this is not yet a formal plan for their hero’s journey narrative.
• Circulate to ask questions to guide students:

* “Who is your character?”
* * “What is the call to adventure for your hero? How does your hero find out that he or she needs to go on a quest?”
* * “What is the quest? What has he or she been asked to do?”
* * “Who does your hero go on the journey with?”
* * “Where do they go?”
* * “What obstacles do they encounter?”
* * “What is the supreme ordeal? What is the big obstacle that your hero has to overcome at the end of the journey?”
* * “What happens at the end? How is peace restored?”
* * What are the elements of myth you might include in your story?”
* * “What will the theme of your story be?”
• As time permits, invite students to pair up to share their revised ideas for a hero’s journey story.
• Now share your thinking as you paraphrase the description: “This is saying that before I begin reading, I need to think about why I
am reading the text. Am I reading for entertainment? Am I reading to learn something new? Am I reading to gather information on
a topic that I am researching?”
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GRADE 6: MODULE 1: UNIT 3: LESSON 2
“The Hero’s Journey”: Analyzing a Model Narrative
and Continuing to Plan a New Hero’s Journey Narrative

Work Time (continued)

Meeting Students’ Needs

C. Writing: Formalizing a Plan for My Hero’s Journey Narrative (10 minutes)

• Selected-response questions
challenge students to infer in
a context where they have to
read very carefully and to
verify answers with specific
text details.

• Tell students: Now that they have recorded a lot of notes and ideas about their hero’s journey story on their Narrative Story Line—
Hero’s Journey graphic organizer, they are going to begin to structure those ideas more formally on an organizer that will help
them turn their ideas into writing. Emphasize the difference: The Narrative Story Line—Hero’s Journey organizer was just for
initial thinking and ideas. But now they are actually going to be thinking about how those notes and ideas can be used to write a
narrative like “The Golden Key.”
• Display and distribute the Hero’s Journey Narrative: Plan graphic organizer. Ask:

* “What do you notice?”
* “What do you wonder?”
• If students don’t notice it, point out that each row of the Stage of the Hero’s Journey column connects to “The Hero’s Journey”
informational text and the Narrative Story Line—Hero’s Journey graphic organizer.
• Invite the class to read each of the column headings with you. Focus on the middle column and ask students to Think-Pair-Share:

* “What information do you think you will need to record in the My Hero’s Journey column?”
• Listen for: “We need to answer the guiding questions in the first column by using our notes to organize the events in our stories
that apply to each row of the chart.”
• Ask students to consider how the author of “The Golden Key” would have filled out the first row of the first column. Ask them to
Think-Pair-Share:

* “How do we meet the hero in ‘The Golden Key’?”
* “Where does the hero’s journey begin?”
• Listen to student responses and record on the displayed graphic organizer as a model. For example: “The author describes the farm
she lives on.” And: “Her journey begins in the middle of the night when she decides to go get the golden key.”
• Focus on the right-hand column. Tell students that writer’s craft is the series of decisions and writing moves authors make to
better communicate their ideas with their readers. Writer’s craft includes but is not limited to: word choice, strong leads,
meaningful details, figurative language, and endings that provide closure. Invite students to Think-Pair-Share:

* “So what do you think you need to record in this column?”
• Listen for: “Ways to make the story grab the reader and be something that the reader doesn’t want to put down.”
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GRADE 6: MODULE 1: UNIT 3: LESSON 2
“The Hero’s Journey”: Analyzing a Model Narrative
and Continuing to Plan a New Hero’s Journey Narrative

Work Time (continued)

Meeting Students’ Needs

• Explain that students are to ignore this column for now, as they will be filling that in after some writing mini lessons later on in the
unit.
• Invite students to begin organizing their hero’s journey notes from their Narrative Story Line—Hero’s Journey graphic organizer to
the My Hero’s Journey column of their new Hero’s Journey Narrative: Plan graphic organizer.
• Circulate to ask students the questions in the first column of the graphic organizer:

* ““How do we meet your hero?”
* “Where does your hero’s journey begin?”
* “What happens to set your hero on his or her journey?”
* “What is the new world your hero enters?”
* “Who is going to help your hero on the journey?”
* “How does your hero meet these helpers?”
* “What are some obstacles your hero and allies must overcome?”
* “What is the climax/supreme ordeal of your hero’s journey?”
* “How does your hero get home?”
• “What happens once the hero is home?” If students don’t notice it, point out that each row of the Stage of the Hero’s Journey
column connects to “The Hero’s Journey” informational text and the Narrative Story Line—Hero’s Journey graphic organizer.
• Invite the class to read each of the column headings with you. Focus on the middle column and ask students to Think-Pair-Share:

* “What information do you think you will need to record in the My Hero’s Journey column?”
• Tell students that they will complete the My Hero’s Journey column of their graphic organizer for homework.
• Remind them to ignore the final column about writer’s craft and the question at the bottom, as they will come back to this question
in the next lesson.she lives on.” And: “Her journey begins in the middle of the night when she decides to go get the golden key.”
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GRADE 6: MODULE 1: UNIT 3: LESSON 2
“The Hero’s Journey”: Analyzing a Model Narrative
and Continuing to Plan a New Hero’s Journey Narrative

Closing and Assessment

Meeting Students’ Needs

A. Mix and Mingle: My Hero’s Journey (5 minutes)
• Give students 2 minutes to think about how to tell someone the plot of their hero’s journey in no more than three sentences.
• Mix and Mingle:
1. Play music and invite students to move around to the music.
2. Stop the music after 15 seconds.
3. Tell students to stop and tell their hero’s journey story to the person closest to them in no more than three sentences.
4. Repeat until students have spoken to three people.

Homework

Meeting Students’ Needs

A. Complete your Hero’s Journey Narrative: Plan graphic organizer
B. Independent reading.
Note: Be ready to return students’ End of Unit 2 Assessments in Lesson 4. Provide “stars” (positive feedback) and “steps”
(specific helpful suggestions).
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GRADE 6: MODULE 1: UNIT 3: LESSON 2
Model Narrative:
“The Golden Key”

A long time ago, there was a hamlet, and in this small village there lived a farm girl named Marney.
Marney’s parents died when she was very young. She lived on a farm at the bottom of a large
mountain with her loving grandparents. Marney’s grandparents once had a fertile farm filled with an
abundance of vegetables and fruits that her grandfather would take to the market to sell. The farm
was rich with trees, birds, and animals of every species that made their homes on the farm. There was
plenty for all, and all were happy.
But now things were different. Spring never arrived. The soil had become hard, and the seeds could
not be planted. Food was scarce, so the animals that had once inhabited the land left to seek more
bountiful homes, plentiful with food and shelter. Marney’s grandparents were woeful, worried that
they, too, would have to leave their home.
One evening, after a dinner of broth so meager, it ran from the spoon like water, Marney’s grandfather,
sat beside her at the fire. “Marney, you are a perceptive and sensitive child. As you know, things are
not going well for us on the farm this year. Marney, you are the only person that can save the farm
from demise.”
“Tell me more, Grandpa,” Marney said.
“When you were born, Lord Dismalt put an evil spell on our farm. He said that in the year that you
turned ten, our beauteous and fertile farm would become barren, the trees would not bear fruit and
the land would become so tough that no seeds would be planted. Soon the farm and all of us would
perish. He told us that you were the only one who could save us and that you would have to travel up
the forbidden mountain and overcome many obstacles in order to reach the golden key that would
unlock the curse and redeem our land.”
That night, Marney couldn’t sleep. She put on her clothes and quietly crept out of the kitchen door
into the dark night. She was frightened, but she couldn’t let that stop her. She walked faster and faster
until she reached the foot of the mountain, which was surrounded by a forest. The trees were so thick
that it was impossible to find a path through the forest. Suddenly, a white goat appeared.
“Hello, goat. I am trying to find my way through this murky forest, dark and dense, so that I can save
my family’s farm, but I cannot find a path on which to walk. Do you think that you could help me,
please?”
“Follow me,” said the white goat.
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GRADE 6: MODULE 1: UNIT 3: LESSON 2
Model Narrative:
“The Golden Key”

Marney followed the goat as he munched a path for her through the forest. At the end of the forest, he
turned to Marney and said, “I can go no farther. Good luck on your journey, my friend.” With that, the
white goat vanished.
Marney began the steep climb up the incline of the dark mountain. Suddenly, it began to rain. The
mountainside was slick, and Marney kept slipping and skidding into the mud. She began to weep,
“Please, please can someone help me! I must make this trek to the dark castle to save my family’s
farm.”
There before her appeared a giant white eagle. The bird spread its colossal wings, swooped down from
the sky, picked Marney up, and flew her to the top of the mountain.
“Thank you for your help, eagle. Now I must find the golden key,” Marney said.
“Good luck on your journey,” the eagle replied. “The obstacles that you have faced are nothing like the
one that lies ahead of you.” With that, the eagle flew away.
“Clang … clang … clang, clang,” something hard fell from the sky. It hit the side of the building and the
roof of the entryway before landing at Marney’s feet. “You’re going to need this,” the eagle shouted
from the blackened branch of a tree. Marney picked up the sword.
She walked toward the door of the castle and opened it ever so slowly. A cold breeze enveloped her.
She walked down a dark hallway to the right, then turned a gloomy corner. There she saw him, the
evil Lord Dismalt slobbering over a roasted vulture leg.
“Ho, there!” Marney called.
“What, is someone here?”
“Yes. It is I, Marney. When I was born, you put an evil curse on my family. I have come to get the
magic key that will restore my family’s farm to what it once was.”
“I have no key, child.”
“You are a liar. It is there on the chain around your neck!”
“You will have to take this key from me. I will never give it up.”
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GRADE 6: MODULE 1: UNIT 3: LESSON 2
Model Narrative:
“The Golden Key”

Marney moved in closer. She pointed her sword at the evil Lord Dismalt. “Give me the key. Give me
the key or we will fight to the death.”
At that, Lord Dismalt pulled his sword from its sheath and lunged toward Marney with all of his might.
When he stood up, Marney realized that Lord Dismalt was only four feet tall. He had really skinny legs,
so Marney decided to strike there first. She gave him one big kick to the shins, and Lord Dismalt fell
on his knees crying. She zoomed in and stuck her sword in his face. “Give me the key, Dismalt, or face
your death!”
“Oh, all right!” Dismalt yanked the key from around his neck and tossed it over to Marney. As he
placed the key in Marney’s hand, he transformed into a radiant white pony.
Marney climbed upon his back and rode him safely back to her grandparents’ farm.When they saw
her, Marney’s grandparents were overjoyed. Marney dismounted and noticed that her grandfather
was carrying a box. “What’s that?” Marney asked.
“This is your last challenge, Marney. The key will unlock this box.” Marney put the key in the box and
turned it to the right. The box popped open, and from it flowed the spring.
At that moment, the flowers bloomed. The soil became rich and fertile. Marney could hear the birds in
the sky and the animals returning to their homes. Marty had saved spring and restored her family
farm! And as for Lord Dismalt … well, he lives happily in the paddock, munching grass and basking in
the light of day!
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Hero’s Journey Narrative:
Plan Graphic Organizer

Name:
Date:

Stage of “The Hero’s
Journey”

My Hero’s Journey
(Sequence of Events)

Writer’s Craft Ideas
(Style and Craft)

The Ordinary World
How do we meet
your hero?
Where does your
hero’s journey
begin?

The Call to
Adventure
What happens to set
your hero on his or
her journey?
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Hero’s Journey Narrative:
Plan Graphic Organizer

Stage of “The Hero’s
Journey”

My Hero’s Journey
(Sequence of Events)

Writer’s Craft Ideas
(Style and Craft)

Entering the
Unknown
What is the new
world your hero
enters?

Supernatural
Aid/Meeting with the
Mentor/Allies and
Helpers
Who is going to help
your hero on the
journey?
How does your hero
meet these helpers?
Road of Trials
What are some
obstacles your hero
and allies must
overcome?
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Hero’s Journey Narrative:
Plan Graphic Organizer

Stage of “The Hero’s
Journey”

My Hero’s Journey
(Sequence of Events)

Writer’s Craft Ideas
(Style and Craft)

Supreme Ordeal
What is the climax of
your hero’s journey?

Magic/Flight
Master of Two
Worlds/Restoring
the World
How does your hero
get home?
What happens once
the hero is home?
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GRADE 6: MODULE 1: UNIT 2: LESSON 2
Thinking about Elements of Story
and Theme Checklist

Name:
Date:
I’ve thought about and planned for:
My hero – Who is your hero? How do readers meet the hero?
The Ordinary World – What is the setting at the beginning?
The Call to Adventure – How is your hero started on his or her journey?
The Supernatural World – What kind of place is the new world going to be?
The Allies – Who will be helping your hero along the way?
The Road of Trials – What obstacles is your hero going to encounter?
The Supreme Ordeal – What is going to be the climax of your story?
The Return – How is your hero going to get home? What happens once he or she is home?
Theme – What is the big idea or lesson of your story? (Remember to look at
“Key Elements of Mythology” to help you remember some of the themes we have
learned about.)
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